Are you ready
to become

an active
change maker?
Would you like to live & learn in a community
experience on bio construction, renewable energies,
healthy food, systemic thinking, regenerative development, permaculture, arts, Spanish and much more?

We invite you to learn while being in contact with nature
and live a carbon neutral, off the grid experience. During
their stay, you will incorporate theoretical and practical
knowledge dealing with environmental education, circular system design, planning and also improving your
Spanish language skills.

Became a

regenerative
change maker
The great turn towards a civilization that sustains life requires an ecological literacy that manages to integrate
mind, body, and spirit, and reconcile what modern culture has separated: Human Being and Nature. An educational model to learn to interact with the entire system of
life, build networks of trust and mutual support, to weave
responses as a refuge from the systemic crisis, based on
cooperation and common welfare.

The great turn towards a civilization that sustains
life requires an ecological literacy that manages
to integrate mind, body, and spirit, and reconcile
what modern culture has separated: Human Being and Nature. An educational model to learn
to interact with the entire system of life, build
networks of trust and mutual support, to weave
responses as a refuge from the systemic crisis,
based on cooperation and common welfare.
Quinta Esencia is an experimental education center lo-

cated in a natural environment on the outskirts of Buenos
Aires. Its mission is to inspire a positive systemic change.
We designed a learning process to accelerate this transition towards a systemic, equitable, and essentially a collaborative thinking model that understands humanity as
part of nature, of the same ecosystem. It is the basis for
transformation to co-create New Regenerative Cultures.

school of nature
general vision

An educational, unique, and multidimensional
project to give a concrete response to the social, ecological, and spiritual crisis that we are
experiencing.
In a collaborative way and in a school experience format,
with a wide ecosystem of alliances and the local community, we will build the SCHOOL OF NATURE IN Quinta
Esencia. The construction of this nature-inspired

building will be part of a collective intelligence
process. A learning community that combines theory,

practice and art, to learn about green building and the
disciplines necessary to go through this time with resilience and creativity.
The result will be an inspiring space at the service of all
people committed to socio-environmental transformation. A meeting point for all the schools in the region, to
strengthen ties and collaborative learning, and deepen
environmental education. Co-create a culture of caring
for life.

What we offer to
your experience

the learning model
”Mind, Heart, and Hands” - Based on collective intelligence and a multidimensional approach to education, integrating
creativity, intellectual and personal development, physical experience and spiritual dimension, the model draws on the experience
and knowledge of each of the participants in SCHOOL OF NATURE

3 dimensions
In the “Mind” dimension, we refer
to the themes and tools of thought
and reflection that we address to
understand the transition towards
Regenerative Cultures.

In the “Heart” dimension we connect the value of feeling in the
educational process, to the need
of incorporating knowledge and
carry out transformations. We include tools to improve our links
and to communicate assertively.

In the “Hands” dimension we
anchor learning with the body,
teamwork, the incorporation of
practical skills such as bioconstruction, gardening or yoga.
We use our hands to provide the
healthy and nutritious food that
we share everyday as an essential part of this experience.
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Regenerative School
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works?

From January to March 2022 there will be 3
IMMERSION EXPERIENCES. Each one will receive 2 groups of 25 to intersperse Work with
Regenerative School. As with the intelligence of bees and the honeycomb, we will learn
to act like nature, observing and imitating its
laws and principles.
Each coexistence will have a specific theme to deepen,
while all will share the same collaborative learning experience in teams, with playful dynamics, healthy eating,
connection with nature, artistic proposals, yoga practices
and tools for personal exploration.

EXPERIENCE 1
January
Ecological collapse and
activism & Permaculture

EXPERIENCE 2
February
Arts and Nature & Holistic
Health

EXPERIENCE 3
March
Agroecology & Designing
Regenerative Cultures
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works?

We stimulate a new mental model, capable of understanding and analyzing complex systems, dealing
with uncertainty, sharing knowledge, questioning
norms and practices, reflecting on one’s own values,
perceptions and actions, to integrate the discourse
and practice of Regeneration. We will explore disruptive ideas, the paradigm of complexity, a critical
outlook and the development of new narratives that
help us accelerate the great turn towards a new civilization that sustains life.

The School of Nature will address the following
topics and tools:

SYSTEMIC THINKING

HOLISTIC HEALTH

REGENERATIVE DESIGN

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

PERMACULTURE

YOGA & ART

AGROECOLOGY

HEALTHY EATING

BIOMIMETIC ARCHITECTURE

ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION

BIOCONSTRUCTION
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Learning
Community

Because there is no collective transformation
without a personal transformation, the well-being and care of people will be a vital point
throughout the process, to learn to collaborate
and live together, to listen to others, to incorporate different perspectives, and to design
united and resilient communities.
These immersion experiences will prepare you to develop as active agent of community change, designer
of a society capable of creating the necessary conditions to promote collaboration and resilience in all
areas.
School of Nature will be an opportunity of deep connection, the educational process will be guided by an
inspiring group of teachers, artists, bio-builders and
systemic thinkers who represent the paradigm of caring for life from their daily actions and feelings.
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Architecture

School of Nature is a piece of art designed
based on biomimetic architecture and sacred
geometry, to generate a climate of well-being and stimulate people’s creativity. As the
bees make their honeycomb, we are going to
build an octagon that will be a large hive.
A living classroom, of continuous learning:
through its design, its construction process
and the technologies it uses. An inspiring
space to live a harmonious relationship with
ecosystems, reconnect with nature and the
awakening of Biophilia.
A syntropic building that promotes the integration of multiple trades, renewable energies, technologies and efficient systems, in
harmony with the natural environment. Notable for the quality and durability of its materials, integrated and chosen to guarantee a
low maintenance demand.
We believe that we learn from experiences,
from collaboration, from what is incorporated
with all the senses, so in this bodily dimension
we are going to bring our hands to the ground
and let it help us build loving bonds, co-creating from empathy and team value.

The old world, of the paradigm of reductionism, inequality and competition puts us in
front of an inescapable threshold of change.
An opportunity to start a path of regeneration, not only
to repair the damage we have caused, but to transform
ourselves towards a new and true well-being. Regeneration calls us to completely rethink the system and
give birth to new narratives of reconciliation with nature, of recognizing ourselves as one more species in the
delicate fabric of biodiversity.
School of Nature is the portal to a community of change makers that promote new regenerative cultures, the
perfect leverage point to move towards the collective
Great Turn. Men and women are committed to creating
new ways of being and inhabiting the Earth. You can
also be the protagonist of this transformation and accompany us to co-create a new conscious reality.
We invite you to rethink and reshape a world whose
main goal is to take care of life.
As being part of this experience you can make an unmatched difference to accelerate the co-creation of a
new civilization that is capable of sustaining and celebrating life in all its dimensions.

